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Abstract

The real-time transient stability detection and emergency control technology based on wide area response has
become a hot research area in power system stability studies. Several different technologies have been proposed,
but lots of problems remain to be solved before they can be applied in practice. A wide area measurement system
(WAMS) based test platform is developed for transient stability detection and control. The design as well as main
function modules of the platform are introduced. In addition, three generator power angle prediction methods and
six response based transient instability detection technologies are given. Results of engineering application
demonstrate that the developed test platform can provide a real-time operation environment, which can effectively
compare and analyze the validity and practicability of these transient stability detection technologies. Based on the
measured perturbed trajectories from actual power systems or the Real-Time Digital Simulators (RTDS), the platform
can realize the assessment and visual result presentation of various responses from different transient instability
detection technologies. The test platform can be applied to different power systems and it is convenient to embed
new transient instability detection modules. Meanwhile some deficiencies and shortcomings in engineering
application are pointed out and corresponding suggestions are given. In conclusion, the hardware and software
structure, function modulus and engineering applications are presented. The application in actual power systems
shows that it has a good application perspective.
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Introduction
With the wide application of phasor measurement units
(PMU) and wide area measurement system (WAMS) in
power system, the WAMS based power system real-time
transient instability detection and emergency control has
become a hot research area.
The real-time measurements based transient instability

detection has been limited to the post-fault power angle
trajectories for quite a long term. In reference [1–4], the
power angle difference between any two generators is
used as a transient instability indicator. If it exceeds a
predefined threshold value, the power system is consid-
ered to enter transient instability status.
At present, there have been a lot of theoretical

achievements in the field of the wide area response
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based power system security and stability control tech-
nology [5–10]. Various generator power angle prediction
techniques [11–14] and different transient instability de-
tection technologies [15–18] were proposed. Reference
[15] proposed an emergency EEAC based transient
instability detection technique by using the measured
trajectory. Reference [16] proposed a transient instability
detection criterion based on the geometric feature of
phase plane trajectory. Reference [17] proposed a transi-
ent instability detection technology by means of the
transient unbalance energy variation rate of the most
seriously perturbed generator. Reference [18] proposed a
transient instability detection criterion based on per-
turbed voltage trajectory. However, the response-based
transient instability detection technologies have not been
applied in actual power systems, lots of problems need
to be solved such as the integrity of wide area measure-
ment information, the tolerance of bad data, the
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Fig. 1 Frame structure of WAMS modules
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influence of data transmission delay, the accuracy and
rapidity of detection as well as the emergency control
schemes. Therefore it is necessary to analyze and com-
pare the applicability and validity in actual power sys-
tems with different operating situations.
Considering that there has been no such test platform

which can be used to compare and analyze different
transient instability detection and control technologies
in the real-time operating environment, a WAMS based
power system transient stability detection and control
test platform is developed. Several existing transient
instability detection and control techniques are imple-
mented on this platform. The platform realizes the com-
prehensive analysis and comparison of various detection
techniques. and provides a test and simulation platform
for these transient stability and control technologies
based on WAMS before they are applied in actual power
systems. The frame structure of the platform, main func-
tion modules and its engineering application are pre-
sented in this paper. Meanwhile some deficiencies and
shortcomings in engineering application are pointed out
and corresponding suggestions are given.
In Design of the platform, the design of the test platform

is introduced. Observation substations selection module
describes the implementation of main function modules
including generator angle prediction, transient instability
detection based on wide area response and emergency
control. Engineering applications are presented in Data
acquisition module. Observed substation access and
monitoring module gives the conclusions.

Design of the platform
Overall frame structure
The WAMS based power system transient stability de-
tection and control test platform mainly implements
various response based transient instability detection
techniques. The measured data can be obtained from
the real-time data environment, such as actual power
systems or real-time digital simulation platform (like
RTDS).
The master station of our platform consists of basic

modules and application modules. Basic modules include
the front data collection module of PMU, the real-time se-
quential database, the historical sequential database and
the relational database. The frame structure of WAMS
modules is shown in Fig. 1. The temporal sequential
database utilizes dedicated data storage model to provide
better service of data storage and query.
The response based transient stability detection and

control modules are integrated in the master station of
our platform as part of the advanced application mod-
ules. In addition, application modules also include basic
data modules such as real-time message of PMU and
access to substations.
The main characteristics of the platform are summa-
rized as follows.

� Implementing closed-loop test to evaluate different
wide area response based power system transient
instability detection and control technologies
based on real-time data and offline contingency
simulation.

� Providing a concise and intuitive visual interface to
present real-time substation monitoring, generator
power angle prediction curves, various transient
instability detection results and platform parameters
setting.

� Taking the most advantage of the service
resources provided by WAMS including
parameters and topological structure of the
power system as well as real-time measured or
historical storage data.

� Good data compatibility. It provides general data
interface, supporting real-time measured data
from actual power systems or RTDS platform and
off-line results from simulation or other software.

� Good flexibility and extendibility. It provides open
application programming interface (API) for power
system operators or tester. It is convenient to update
the existing modules or develop and add new ones
to the platform.
Hardware and software structure
The test platform consists of hardware devices and soft-
ware modules. The hardware and software structure dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 2. Hardware includes the master
server, the visual workstation and communication inter-
face as well as substation actuating devices. Software
modules include the data acquisition module, the station
monitoring module, the generator power angle predic-
tion module, the wide area response based transient



Fig. 2 Hardware and software schematic diagram of the platform
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instability detection module and the emergency control
module.
Software modules are integrated in the master station

server to get data from the temporal sequential database.
The workstation provides human-computer interactive
operation and presentation of the test results. Through
the communication interface, the real-time data is trans-
mitted to the real-time sequential database located in
the master server. The actuating device carries out the
control instructions from the master server.

Data interaction of the platform
The advanced application modules of the platform consist
of the online transient stability detection & control subsys-
tem offline history query & contingency simulation subsys-
tem. The data interaction diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
The general data interface module is developed to

meet requirements of the online test and offline simula-
tion. The interface supports real-time online data and
offline data files exported from the RTDS platform or
other time-domain simulation software. The real-time
measured data and offline simulation data are stored in
the real-time sequential database and then are trans-
ferred to the historical database. The former is measured
directly by the front WAMS data collection device
(PMU) and the latter is converted by the front WAMS
data simulation module.

Data and application programming interface
Modules of the test platform are designed according to the
principle with function decoupling and modularization. It
provides an open and flexible development environment
(namely ‘plug and play’) for power system designers and
operators. In addition, A large amount of available data
such as parameters and model of power systems
(stored in relational database), graphics library for
interface development and measured data acquisition
interface can be utilized directly. Considering that the
generator power angle prediction and response based
transient instability detection modules share the same data
and application programming interface, it is convenient to
update the existing modules or develop new modules
and add them to the test platform in order to meet
the multiple test requirements.

Main function modules

1. Observation substations selection module

The real-time measured data of power systems is
tremendous. However, transient instability detection
should be carried out with measurement data from the
observed substations in actual engineering application,
as less as possible. Thus, to determine which observed
station is the most sensitive one to the disturbance
characteristics is one of the most challenging problems
concerned by the system operators. Therefore, the
generator and bus substation selection module is
designed, by which different generators and buses
can be selected to formulate the observation scheme.
Power system operators can analyze the applicability
and validity of these transient instability detection
technologies in different observation schemes.
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Fig. 3 Data interaction diagram of the platform
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2. Data acquisition module
The data acquisition module of the test platform
is designed to provide real-time measured data
and historical simulation data for the advanced
application modules. In addition, parameter
and model as well as the topological structure
information of the power system are also available.
The list of the data provided by the platform is
shown in Table 1.

3. Observed substation access and monitoring module
To enable a wide application in different power
systems, the substation access module is designed,
by which new generators and bus substations can be
accessed to the front WAMS collection devices. In
ble 1 List of the data provided by the platform

ta Attribution Source

ertia constant generator relational database

se voltage generator/bus relational database

wer angle generator temporal sequential
database

echanical power generator temporal sequential
database

ectric power generator temporal sequential
database

ree-phase voltage amplitude bus temporal sequential
database

Tabl

Statio

Obser

Obser
terms of different power systems, operators need to
re-access the generators and bus substations and
update the power grid parameters and model.
The observed substation monitoring module is
designed to present the real-time curve and data
monitoring of these observed generators and bus
substations. The monitoring data are shown in
Table 2.
Methods
Generator power angle prediction module
In order to analyze and study the influence of generator
power angle prediction on transient instability detection,
the power angle prediction module is designed with
polynomial model based prediction, auto-regressive
prediction method and trigonometric function based
prediction [11–13].
e 2 Monitoring data of generators and bus Stations

n type Monitoring data

ved generator power angle

mechanical power

electric power

ved bus A-phase voltage amplitude

B-phase voltage amplitude

C-phase voltage amplitude
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1. Polynomial model based prediction method
The polynomial model for rotor angle prediction can
be expressed as follows:

_δ tð Þ ¼ a0 þ a1t þ a2t
2 þ⋯þ ant

n ð1Þ
where _δ tð Þ is the predicted rotor angle at moment

t. AN = [a0, a1, a2,⋯, an]

T is the parameter vector
of the polynomial model. n is the model order.
Assuming Δt as the sampling period, observation
vector is Y(N) = [δ(0), δ(Δt),⋯ δ(NΔt)]T. The
parameter vector can be solved by using the least
square method as follows.
AN ¼ PNH
T Nð Þ⋅Y Nð Þ ð2Þ

Where
H Nð Þ ¼
1 0 0 ⋯ 0
1 Δt Δtð Þ2 ⋯ Δtð Þn
⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯
1 NΔt NΔtð Þ2 ⋯ NΔtð Þn

2
664

3
775 ð3Þ

PN ¼ HT Nð ÞH Nð Þ� �−1 ð4Þ

If vector AN is obtained, the value of rotor angle in

the future can be calculated by Eq. (5).
_δ kΔtð Þ ¼ a0 þ a1kΔt þ⋯þ an kΔtð Þn
k ¼ N þ 1;N þ 2;⋯;N þ l

ð5Þ

where l is the number of predicted data.

When the new rotor angle measurement is updated,
the rolling prediction method can be used to form
the new observation vector Y(N + 1) and calculate
the new parameter vector AN + 1 by Eq. (2). Matrix
H(N) maintains unchanged since it is irrelevant with
the measurements.

2. Trigonometric function model based prediction
method
The trigonometric function model for the perturbed
rotor angle trajectory prediction can be described as.

_δ tð Þ ¼
X∞
n¼0

an cosnt þ bn sinnt ð6Þ

where n is the model order,AN = [a0, a1, b1,⋯, an, bn]
T

is the parameter vector of the trigonometric function
model.
The measurement matrix can be expressed as.
PNþ1 ¼ PN−KNþ1φNþ1
TPN ð14Þ
H Nð Þ ¼

1 1 0 1 0 ⋯
1 cos Δtð Þ sin Δtð Þ cos 2Δtð Þ sin 2Δtð Þ ⋯
1 cos 2Δtð Þ sin 2Δtð Þ cos 4Δtð Þ sin 4Δtð Þ ⋯
⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯
1 cos NΔtð Þ sin NΔtð Þ cos 2NΔtð Þ sin 2NΔtð Þ ⋯

2
66664

3
77775

ð7Þ
If parameter vector AN is estimated by using the
least square method as Eq. (2), the predicted values
of rotor angle are calculated by Eq. (8).
_δ kΔtð Þ ¼
X∞
n¼0

an cosn kΔtð Þ þ bn sinn kΔtð Þ

k ¼ N þ 1;N þ 2;⋯;N þ l

ð8Þ

where l is the number of predicted data.

As same as the polynomial model based prediction
method, if a new measurement is obtained, the
measurement vector is updated and then the latest
predicted value can be figured out by rolling
prediction.

3. Auto regression model based prediction method
The auto regression model of the generator angle
can be written as.

_δ tð Þ ¼ α1δ t−1ð Þ þ α2δ t−2ð Þ þ⋯þ αnδ t−nð Þ ð9Þ
where
AN = [a1, a2,⋯, an]
T is the parameter vector.

φt = [δ(t − 1), δ(t − 2),⋯, δ(t − n)]T is the measured
rotor angle vector, n is the model order.
The observation vector can be written as Y(N) =
[δ(1), δ(2),⋯, δ(N)]T.
Parameter vector AN could be calculated by Eq. (2).
The observation matrix is.
H Nð Þ ¼
δ 0ð Þ δ −1ð Þ ⋯ δ 1−nð Þ
δ 1ð Þ δ 0ð Þ ⋯ δ 2−nð Þ
⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯
δ N−1ð Þ δ N−2ð Þ ⋯ δ N−nð Þ

2
664

3
775 ð10Þ

Finally, the predicted value of generator angle can be

obtained by Eq. (9).
_δ N þ 1ð Þ ¼ a1δ Nð Þ þ a1δ N−1ð Þ þ⋯þ anδ N þ 1−nð Þ
_δ N þ 2ð Þ ¼ a1

_δ N þ 1ð Þ þ a1δ Nð Þ þ⋯þ anδ N þ 2−nð Þ
⋯
_δ N þ lð Þ ¼ a1

_δ N þ l−1ð Þ þ a1
_δ N þ l−2ð Þ þ⋯

þan
_δ N þ l−nð Þ

ð11Þ
where l is the number of predicted data.
Once the latest data δ(N + 1) is obtained, the rolling
least square method can be used to update relevant
parameter as follows.
KNþ1 ¼ PNφNþ1

1þ φNþ1
TPNφNþ1

ð12Þ

ANþ1 ¼ AN þ KNþ1 δ N þ 1ð Þ−φT
Nþ1AN

� � ð13Þ
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Transient instability detection module
In this section, the implementation of seven transient in-
stability detection technologies will be briefly described.
Input data and threshold values of these transient
instability detection technologies are shown in Table 3.

1. Maximum power angle difference based detection
module
The power angle difference is usually taken as a
Tabl
Criteri

Maxim
differe

Cleara
homo
group

Conve
the ph
criterio

Measu
based

Single
functio

Pertur
traject
based
criterion for transient instability detection in
traditional engineering application. In this module,
the generator power angle is predicted by one of
e 3 List of the input of all Criterions
on name Input data Source

um power angle
nce based criterion

observed generators system operator

angle difference system operator

power angle WAMS

nce angle of
logy generators
based criterion

observed generators system operator

clearance angle difference system operator

power angle WAMS

mechanical power WAMS

electric power WAMS

inertia constant WAMS

xity of trajectory in
ase plane based
n

observed generators system operator

disturbance information WAMS

power angle WAMS

mechanical power WAMS

electric power WAMS

inertia constant WAMS

red trajectory
EEAC criterion

observed generators system operator

disturbance information WAMS

power angle WAMS

mechanical power WAMS

electric power WAMS

inertia constant WAMS

generator energy
n based criterion

observed generators system operator

disturbance information WAMS

power angle WAMS

mechanical power WAMS

electric power WAMS

inertia constant WAMS

bed voltage
ory ωk integration
criterion

observed bus stations system operator

threshold value integration
starting voltage

system operator

threshold value instability
detection integration

system operator

phase-A voltage amplitude WAMS

phase-B voltage amplitude WAMS

phase-B voltage amplitude WAMS
the angle prediction methods mentioned above
according to the perturbed power angle of the
observed generators. If the predicted power angle
difference between any two generators exceeds a
predefined threshold value, then the power system
is considered as transient instable.

2. Clearance angle of homology generators group
based detection module
Power system transient instability usually can be
manifested as two generator cluster instability mode.
In this module, the observed generators are divided
into two generator groups based on power angle.
The equivalent parameters of the two generator
groups can be computed by.

δA ¼

XnA
i∈A

Miδi

XnA
i∈A

Mi

; δB ¼

XnB
j∈B

Mjδ j

XnB
j∈B

Mj

ð15Þ

δA−δBj j > δset ð16Þ
where δA and δB are respectively the equivalent

power angle of the leading generator group A and
the lagging generator group B, δset is the threshold
value of transient instability detection, Mi and Mj

are the inertia constant of generator i and j.
If Eq. (16) is established, power system can be
considered as transient instable.

3. Measured trajectory based EEAC detection module
Based on the EEAC methodology, an emergency
EEAC method to predict, analyze and estimate the
degree of transient stability was proposed in
Fig. 4 Flow chart of voltage trajectory based detection criterion
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reference [15]. In this module, the observed
generators are divided into two generator groups.
Furthermore, the two generator groups are
equivalent to a single machine infinite bus (SMIB)
system. The transient stability is detected by
searching the dynamic saddle point (DSP) and the
farthest point (FEP) of the power angle-unbalanced
power curve of SMIB. If the current operating status
reaches the DSP, the system can be considered as
transient instable. Otherwise the system can be
considered as transient instable if FEP is reached.

4. Convexity of trajectory in the phase plane based
detection module
A transient instability detection method based on
the trajectory geometry characteristics in phase
plane was proposed in reference [16]. Based on the
OMIB system, three indexes are calculated by Eqs.
(17, 18, 19, 20 and 21) including the convexity index
in the phase of angle-angle acceleration (K1), the
convexity index in the phase of unbalanced power-
angle (K2) and the changing rate of the unbalanced
electric power (K3). When these three indexes are
positive at the same time, the system is considered
as transient instable.

ki tð Þ ¼ ωi tð Þ−ωi t−1ð Þ
δi tð Þ−δi t−1ð Þ ð17Þ

K1 ¼ Δki tð Þ ¼ ki tð Þ−ki t−1ð Þ ð18Þ

dΔP δð Þ
dδ

¼ ΔP tð Þ−ΔP t−1ð Þ
δ tð Þ−δ t−1ð Þ ð19Þ

K2 ¼ d2ΔP δð Þ
dδ2

¼ ΔP′ tð Þ−ΔP′ t−1ð Þ
δ tð Þ−δ t−1ð Þ ð20Þ
Fig. 5 Main interface of the test platform
K3 ¼ dΔP tð Þ
dt

¼ ΔP t þ 1ð Þ−ΔP tð Þ
Δt

ð21Þ

where Δδi(t), Δωi(t) and ΔP(t) are measured values

of generator power, angle angular velocity and
unbalanced electric power at moment t, respectively.

5. Single generator energy function based detection
module
A transient energy changing rate based transient
instability detection method was proposed in
reference [17]. It identifies the most severely
perturbed generator based on relative kinetic
energy of generators and electric power reflecting
the change of power system. According to energy
changing rate and power angle acceleration of the
most severely perturbed generator, transient
stability of power system can be detected. The
variation rate of transient energy can be
computed by Eq. (22).

dV i

dt
¼ Hi�ωi

d�ωi

dt
− Pmi−Pei−

Hi

HT
PCOI

� �
�ωi ð22Þ

where Vi is the energy function of generator i, PCOI

is the unbalanced power of the system center of
inertia (COI), Hi is the inertia of generator i, �ωi is
the angular velocity of generator i, HT is the sum
inertia of all generators, Pmi and Pei are mechanical
power and electromagnetic power of generator i,
respectively.

6. Perturbed voltage trajectory integration criterion
based detection module
A technique for predicting transient stability
based on perturbed voltage trajectories was
presented in reference [18]. The main steps are
explained as follows and the detailed algorithm
flow chart is shown in Fig. 4.



Table 4 Assessment information of all methods

Criterion name Instability detection moment (s) Parameters Values

Maximum power angle difference
based criterion

1.54 threshold value of power angle difference () 180

power angle difference detecting instability () 180.58

leading generator Yemazhai#1

lagging generator Nayong#1

maximum power angle difference (°) 357.91

maximum power angle difference moment (s) 2.72

Clearance of generator cluster based
criterion

2.02 threshold value of clearance angle difference (°) 150

clearance of generator cluster detecting instability (°) 156.7528

Measured trajectory based EEAC 1.72 unbalanced power (MW) 15.8657

power angle speed (rad/s) 3.0980

Trajectory convexity in the phase
plane based criterion

2.28 convexity index in the angle-angle acceleration phase 0.0005

convexity index in the unbalanced power-angle phase 0.3162

changing rate of electric power 24.3630

Single generator energy function
based criterion

1.96 power angle acceleration (rad/s2) −0.0041

energy changing rate (MW/s) 282.7081

Perturbed voltage trajectory integration
based criterion

0.74 key bus station Shuanglong

voltage upper limit (pu) 0.85

threshold value of voltage integration 0.03

voltage integration value 0.0304

Tabl

Criter

Maxim

Cleara

Meas

Trajec

Single

Pertu

note:
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Step1 Obtaining the voltage measurements
(trajectories) by PMU/WAMS and detecting the
disturbance (fault occurs and fault clears).

Step2 Determining the voltage trajectory used for
integration and calculating the integration based
on the perturbed voltage trajectory by Eq. (23).
A1 ¼
Z tend

t0

VU−V tð Þ½ � V t−Tð Þ−V tð Þ
T

����
����dt

V tð Þ < VU

8<
: ð23Þ

Step3 When the integration value exceeds the given

threshold value at a certain time, the power system
is unstable. If the voltage trajectory returns above
the voltage upper limit and maintains a phase of
time, the system is detected as transient stable.
e 5 Platform Test Results of The Fault Cases of China Southern

ion name Transie

Case 1

um power angle difference based criterion 1.86

nce of generator cluster based criterion 2.6

ured trajectory based EEAC 1.40

tory convexity in the phase plane based criterion 1.18

generator energy function based criterion 0

rbed voltage trajectory integration based criterion 0.96

result 0 stands for stable
Closed-loop emergency control module
In this module, the closed-loop emergency control mod-
ule is designed. The sort list (descending order) of the
observed generators according to power angle is
given, by which operators can select generators to
formulate the emergency control schemes including
the control site and quantity. Different emergency
control schemes in different operation conditions and
failure situations can be tested and verified through
the platform.

Results
The WAMS based power system transient stability de-
tection and control test platform is developed by QT. It
has been applied in China Southern Power Grid Research
Power Grid

nt stability detection moment (s)

Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

1.22 1.96 0.68

1.58 1.04 0.66

1.16 1.40 0.88

1.06 1.00 0.84

2.76 3.58 1.58

1.10 0.80 0.56



Table 6 Detection information of the observed substations in
the tie-line of Guangdong and Guangxi

Observed
stations

Transient instability detection moment (s)

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Liudong 1.38 1.28 1.52 0.56

Guilin 0.96 1.10 0.80 1.16

Hezhou 1.28 1.32 1.56 0.60

Wuzhou 1.12 1.26 1.28 2.26

Xianlingshan 1.20 1.20 1.32 0.70
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Institute and played an important role in some engineering
applications. In this section, parts of the analysis and com-
parison results are presented. The main interface of the
platform is shown in Fig. 5.

Determination of the system protection scheme in
Liupanshui power grid
The test platform developed in this paper has played an
important role in the formulation of the system protection
schemes of Liupanshui power grid (in Guizhou province).
Based on the operation data in the year 2014 of China

Southern Power Grid provided by RTDS platform
(the measured cycle is 0.02 s), 14 typical fault (102 cases in
total) in Liupanshui power grid are selected to analyze the
validity and applicability of the response based transient
instability detection technologies mentioned above.
Studies cover various conditions including different
observation scheme of generators and substations
(22 observable generators and 28 observable substations),
different threshold values, different hybrid power gener-
ation with fire-water-wind, the asymmetric and non-
metallic three-phase short circuit faults. One of the test
results is given in Table 4.
By means of testing and analyzing all cases through

our test platform, the power system operators can make
a comprehensive comparison of the accuracy, rapidity
Fig. 6 Diagram of the delay distribution
and the project implementation of all these response
based transient instability detection technologies. It is
determined that the ‘Perturbed Voltage Trajectory
Integration Based Criterion’ is adopted to the project
demonstration of the Liupanshui power grid and four
220 kV substations are taken as the observed substations
of the special protection system including Shuanglong,
Huangjiashan, Taisha and Liuzhi.
Case analysis of the Guangdong-Guangxi Tie-lines
In order to illustrate the validity and practicality of the
test platform, 50 fault cases of the tie-lines between
Guangdong and Guangxi are analyzed. Part of the test
results are shown in Table 5.
Research shows that generators of Guangdong and

Guangxi will lose synchronization when there happens
to be DC-blocking faults or short-circuit faults. The
oscillation center is always located in the tie-line of
Guangdong and Guangxi. Detection results of the ob-
served 500 kV bus stations are shown in Table 6.
Discussion
Currently the PMU data are generally transmitted by
the dispatching data communication network based
on TCP/IP. The average delay of data transmission is
close to 100 milliseconds and is uncertain. Mean-
while, the data buffer period of the WAMS master
station system is generally more than 1 s and even
close to 2 s. In addition, the time consuming of re-
sponse based transient instability detection calculation
is evitable. The detailed delay distribution is described
as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, the existing PMU/WAMS is
mainly used for the real-time online monitoring of
the power system dynamic process. The reliability and
rapidity cannot meet the requirement of the fast and
real-time wide area control.
At present, power system stability control system is

still based on the embedded stability control devices,
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which has several fixed observation control substations.
With the development of PMU/WAMS, transient in-
stability and control system based on WAMS can be
carried out based on various WAMS substations. The
task of calculation in master station can be decomposed
into several sub-tasks which can be allocated to various
distributed WAMS substations.

Conclusions
Power system security and stability control technology
based on wide area response is currently a research hot-
spot. According to existing research achievements, a
WAMS based test platform is developed for power system
transient instability detection and control. The platform
implements various response based transient instability
detection and control technologies in real-time data
environment and provides visual presentation of results.
Furthermore, the platform has good flexibility and
extendibility. Data support, application integration and
test environment are provided. The general data and
application programming interface (API) is available
by which testers or operators can add new transient
instability detection modules to the platform.
Application in actual engineering demonstrates that

this platform can meet the requirements of testing and
analyzing in different operation conditions and failure
situations. It is an effective test platform to analyze and
compare the response based transient instability detec-
tion and control technologies. It can provide a reference
for actual engineering application, which has a practical
significance in terms of the application of the response
based transient instability detection and control technolo-
gies in actual power systems.
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